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GOLDEN HOUR
	

I never thought I would be a poet. Poetry was intimidating; I doubted I would
ever achieve the level of technical ability needed to write a “proper” poem. As a result,
I never made it past the forced rhymes of elementary school limericks.
You can imagine my surprise when I ended up in a college poetry class. My first
attempts were hesitant, but my confidence was boosted when I realized I had already
developed the necessary skills through writing prose. I knew well the power of the
well-chosen word. Eventually, I realized that poetry is writing in its most potent form,
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ideas and images concentrated into only the most evocative words. With that
epiphany, I finally felt released to experiment freely.
Some of my poems grew from exercises in which I copied the styles of other
poets. For example, “Bangkok” was modeled after a poem titled “Memphis.” The poem
uses long lines, a style that doesn’t come naturally to me, but I was pleasantly
surprised by the poem that emerged from that experiment.
Many of my poems draw from my childhood on the mission field in Thailand. I
love finding the perfect words to capture the sensations of a familiar place. I have
arranged my poems loosely chronologically, the first being a prose poem describing
my earliest memories in a tiny Northern Thai village. Other poems explore ideas I
have long been struggling to put into words.
I titled this collection “Golden Hour,” a term describing the last hour of sunlight,
perfect for photography. Dusk has always been a sacred space for me. The silence of a
green landscape bathed in subtle sunset colors never fails to bring me a profound
sense of rest. That is what I hope readers will gain from my poems: a quiet moment, a
reflection, a golden hour.
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I REMEMBER BROWN

The teak house on stilts with dirt below. A cicada on the other side of a
screen door, vibrating in my father’s fingers. The moment of childish
panic in the golden light of birthday candles when Mom asks me how
old I am and I don’t know how many fingers to hold up. The wrinkled
brown neighbor we call “Uncle,” who kidnaps us from homeschool
when Mom isn’t looking. He sits us down in wicker chairs to watch
Popeye in Thai, and feeds us coffee candy. I see spots of color, too. He
picks the sticky strings off our tangerines. And I remember sour green
fruits in a blue child-sized umbrella.
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GOLDEN HOUR

I walk barefoot across the narrow board
over softly flowing water and step
onto the cool, muddy berm.
The rice is the gentlest green now,
thriving in deep, delicious mud.
Soaked in rainwater,
the paddies reflect evening sky
as bits of sun escape rainclouds.
Green spreads out to the edges,
touching the foothills of encircling hills.
A scruffy yellow dog catches my eye
as he sweeps by, sniffing
his way into messy water
and snapping at a startled toad.
I sense snails as big as apples
nestled in inches of mud.
The rice is growing tall, elegant,
striving upward like its ancestors.
Before long it will be gold, ready
for harvest, stooping under its burden,
but for now this is enough.
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BANGKOK

the city of angels, residence of the Emerald Buddha, impregnable city (unlike
Ayutthaya), endowed with nine precious gems––––
my muggy modern metropolis by the ancient Jao Praya,
with its gunky klongs flowing behind buildings, beside streets, breeding mosquitos,
with its well-tended potted plants––miniature gardens growing on every square foot
of concrete,
street vendors stir-frying right on the sidewalk,
setting up red rusted stools and unstable tables inches from the curb,
IMAX theaters, soi dogs, and aquariums in the basements of swanky malls,
SkyTrain gliding above clotted traffic (two-toned taxis in red-blue, yellow-green,
even hot pink––hemmed in by tuk-tuks, motorcycles and that one guy––with his
poodle––on a beat-up bicycle),
dingy sunlight (the great city) or muggy moonlight (the happy city),
the heavenly abode where reigns the reincarnated god––––
drowning me in brown, suffocating smog.
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I WONDER

A clump of cactus
clutching the corner
of an abandoned blue roof.
I drive by and wonder
when it climbed up and
how it finds food
and where it draws water
and why it decided to live that way,
clutching the corner
of an abandoned blue roof.
Does it miss its cousins
back in the old cow pasture?
Will it ever return to visit,
long enough to regret
life’s inflexible trajectory?
We retrace our steps,
but even the sky has changed.
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COLLISION, 9:35 A.M., HWY 351

it happens so fast
red spot on white bag
stained glass windshield
my surreal scream
music still playing:
Young Oceans
white sleep
the voices penetrate
pull me out
"Can you hear me?"
backboard
blue sky
yellow helmets kind faces
I smile
"Name?" "Birthday?" "What happened?"
"Where are you?"
name tag, Kenny
calm questions, explanations
fractured left clavicle
contusion, laceration, abrasion
can't get IV in
gliding through ER
fluorescent lights, false ceiling
kind of fun
"Name?" "Birthday?" "What happened?"
"What hurts?"
new jeans slit
nearly naked shivering under blankets
cold machine whirring like airplane turbine
lead vest heavy, secure
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no concussion, neck brace removed
I can almost breathe now
my friends arrive
gentle banter
motherly caresses
stitches
I watch this time
feeling brave
grasping hands
for dear life
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AFTER THE ACCIDENT

Take out the stitches and
conceal your scars.
Don’t wear the sling.
Insist on dressing yourself:
button the blouse,
inch into jeans
and struggle into shoes.
Don’t let them see you wince.
Type with one hand
and microwave cold pizza.
Go back to class.
Smile brightly.
Refuse to mourn.
Pretend you don’t need painkillers.
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BRETHREN

It’s August, but a June bug,
black almond on legs,
scuttles across the stage.
We rush out to squash it.
Unthinking, I snuff out a pixel-sized bug,
a life-force crawling on my computer screen.
I conceal the body in a tissue grave
and sanitize my hands.
On the news is a funeral of bees,
an accidental homicide with insecticide.
I recoil at squirming cockroaches
like a beggar without fingers.
Buddha said a human soul
dwells in a cloud of mosquitoes.
Distracted, we swat
at ancient brothers.
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VAN GOGH'S STARRY NIGHT

unabashed canvas
scarcely clad in loose swaths
of color––a haiku of hues
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THE SCENT OF GOD

The scent of God is forgotten,
like the aroma of wine
supplanted by grape juice,
impotent in plastic thimbles.
The visceral God is forgotten,
replaced by softly lit portraits
of the ethereal Christ,
the innocuous Lamb.
The swift knife is forgotten,
slashing the sacrifice,
throat draining red, warmth
caught in rounded cup
and dashed on the altar.
The limp body raised
on sticks for skinning,
entrails salted and burned.
The fiery spit is forgotten,
flawless lamb roasted,
fragrant flesh torn
by hungry mouths.
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VIRUS

Its bizarre form is documented
in grainy microscope photos:
an alien robot, top-heavy,
thin neck and creeping legs––
the virus, state unknown,
may or may not be living,
yet we are at its mercy.
It commands the health
of humans and elephants.
Nothing is common
about the common cold.
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ARS POETICA

a poem is potent
distilled & aged
like fine wine
a poem is breath & voice
the same spirit moving both
beat boxer & string quartet
a poem is a black dress
classic & timeless
the color of mourning
a poem is truth
the whole truth & nothing
but the truth
so help me god
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